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President
Charles J . LaBlonde

WELCOME TO SESCAL '85

Welcome to SESCAL . Each year, for a few days, our far-flung society
has a geographic focus . This year our focus is Los Angeles in late
October . SESCAL, the annual show of the Federated Philatelic Club
of Southern California, has graciously agreed to host our 1985 AHPS
convention . I hope all of our Southern California members as well as
those other members who may be visiting Los Angeles for business or
pleasure will include SESCAL in their plans.

As with other AHPS activities, nothing happens without massive amounts
of volunteer labor. John Ballard has been working for nearly a year
to make our sixth convention possible . And now that SESCAL is here,
John can use some help . He needs people to staff the AHPS table at
the show for one hour stretches . Here's a great chance to do some-
thing for AHPS and to meet many of your fellow members.

Let's look to the future as we celebrate at SESCAL . The 1986 AHPS
convention will be held at AMERIPEX .

	

It should be our biggest
national meeting ever . Bill Lucas has the initial planning for
AMERIPEX well in hand but, between now and the show, he will be
needing help. And volunteers to staff our show table will be needed
during the show . Why not drop Bill a line and get involved.

In 1987 we will head for the hills to hold our convention at ROMPEX
in Denver . We need a volunteer to organize this event:

One last thought on conventions . When you look back on your phila-
telic life, the highlights you recall will be the friends you've
made, not your great philatelic finds.

See you at SESCAL!
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

SUPPORT OUR CONVENTION - ATTEND SESCAL!

SESCAL- Ambassador Hotel, 3400 Wilshire Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA 90010 -

October 25, 26, 27 . Awards Banquet, Saturday, October 26, 7 :30 p .m . For

reservations at hotel write Front Office manager and say you are attending

SESCAL . John Ballard says he believes there will be over 100 frames (16
pages) of Swiss area exhibits . I hope to meet and talk with many of you.

Many have voiced concern about late delivery of TELL . Your editor wants

an earlier deadline for material and advertising . I am working toward a

cut-off date by the 10th of the month instead of the 20th, so you can get
TELL 10 days earlier when published . Thank you Dan Hicks for your note.

Dr. Ralph B. Soderberg says the AHPS has purchased a VHS videocassette of
Festumzug (Special Parade) held during NABA-ZURI . Running time 82 minutes.
If interested, write Ralph for information on it's loan.

Please write awards chairman, Rudy Schaechli, about any awards you receive
at exhibits and if you see any Swiss area exhibits at the shows you attend.

CONGRATULATIONS!! to Max Rheinberger on getting over 60 new - paid-up members
in his Liechtenstein Study Group . We hope that some of them will join the

AHPS as well . Keep up the good work!

Dick Hall writes he likes the "POSTMARKS" page in TELL, but would like to
know more about collecting them . Also that he'd like to see a regular column
on the subject. I agree . See interesting article this issue by Editor
Emeritus, Henry Ratz, who continues to give marvelous support not only to
TELL but our society in general.

Thank you for your letter and article, Sophie . Sorry I can't use it this
issue . You are the dearest lady, and I am proud to rank you as one of my
close and dear friends . Please let me share with you our readers what our
first president, Gustave A . Von Gross wrote:

" To the less fortunate and living quite a distance from our sphere, it is but appropriate
to introduce at this time " HELVETIA ' S " greatest business go-getter, the "Sweetheart " of the
Society, demure, lovable Mrs . Sophie Buser, custodian of the honor and reputation of our Society
and the country we represent . " Helvetia Bulletin #1, page 1, para . 3, (about) June, 1938.

As I finish this page, I think about the words of President Chuck LaBlonde
after we finished our first issue of TELL. He said "they will get easier
each time as you go along, Steve ." Well, I want you to know this is miracle
#5 . There is just enough time to mount this page, give a quick look-over,
package it, and run to the post office before it closes . Am I complaining?
Heck no! ! ! Where else can one meet such greats as Sophie Buser - and you
for close and interesting friends . Thank you for allowing me to serve you!
Please let me hear from more of you about AHPS and TELL . As President Chuck
recently stated to me "we are on a roll, and things can only get better!"

I would like to hear from more of the "rank and file" of the membership.

SEE YOU AT SESCAL '85!!!
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SESCAL ARRANGEMENTS

	

REGIONAL DIRECTOR WEST - JOHN B . BALLARD

Convention arrangements are shaping up nicely - and reporting
to date we have secured:

1. A good number of Swiss exhibitors.

2.

	

A good program line-up for AHPS with scheduled meet-
ings, slide shows, and at least one seminar.

3.

	

Arrangements for presentation of our own AHPS awards
at the SESCAL Awards Banquet .

	

(Hope we can also win
"best of show!").

4.

	

Our own special AHPS convention cover in addition to
the three covers SESCAL has prepared.

5.

	

Reasonably priced accommodations at the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, where the show will be held.

Right now I ' m asking for volunteers to man our AHPS booth at
SESCAL . We will need 8 or 9 folks to each do a couple of hours
duty, handing out membership brochures and literature boosting
new membership for AHPS .
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AHPS SLIDE SHOW 1985 ?

AHPS slide shows have taught many collectors interestingfacets
of Swiss philately.

Our most popular show traces the postal history and stamps of

Switzerland . It illustrates examples of areas of specialization
that may be studied.

"Collecting used stamps" help collectors improve selections.

"Pro Juventute " and "Strubels " demonstrate important points
in these specialties.

The " St . Gotthard Railway " show illustrates what should be in-
cluded in a good thematic exhibit.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN PRODUCING A 1985 SHOW?

Many subjects have been suggested - for starters here are a
few.

POSTAL STATIONERY - much material available, not too expensive,
has many elements, the new Zumstein Catalog issued about
about every 10 years has just been issued.

STANDING HELVETIAS - How to locate good copies and identify
plate flaws.

SWISS POSTAL HISTORY - how to choose a subject, find material,
tell the story, mounting suggestions, Judges taboos.

BOOKLETS - sheets, tete beche pairs, se tenant pairs, and inter-
space pairs.

If you have any interest in helping with any of these subjects
(or any other that we might do) tell Howard Bauman about it.
Better yet send photo copies of material you think should be
included . From the material and interest that appears, we can
select a 1985 subject, round up the necessary material, make
the slides, write the text (with your help) and make a tape
recording.

The cooperative effort would be fun and rewarding!

Please send your ideas to:

HOWARD A . BAUMAN, SLIDE CHAIRMAN
511 SUMMIT DRIVE

	

WEST BEND, WI

	

53095
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By Henry Ratz

Swiss K cancels are a
t(r)opical paradise !

Europe ' s loftiest grapes
are grown in Switzerland in
Visperterminen at 3700 '
altitude . You can see them
from the train that takes
you up to Zermatt.
Unfortunately, I don ' t know
how good the wine from that
acreage tastes and how they

handle late frosts up there,
but one thing I know:
little Switzerland produces
some excellent wines and
their growers are pretty
proud of it . Some of it

travels poorly (like the
Neuchatel, for example)
and some of it comes in
such small quantities that
the Swiss prefer to drink
it themselves before they
would export it . The
weather is not always of

the party either . ..

It is then not surprising
that many towns and villages
have elected to show on
their K cancels (Werbe-

datumstempel = Publicity
Date Cancel) what they
are most proud of and know

best : Grape growing and

wine making . Recently, Rudy
Schaelchli asked me to set
aside any duplicates I
might have with a wine ma-
king motive for a friend of
his with a topical collec-
tion in this field . A quick

glance revealed -- among
the some 1500 K cancels
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issued thus far -- at least 40 localities
that incorporate the grape in their hand
cancel design. A small selection is presented
here, from a simple symbolic singlegrape, as
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

WE HAVE GREAT NEWS FOR YOU!!!

Grüss aus Hawaii!

	

First let me congratulate the SESCAL people
on the great job they are doing setting up our national conven-
vention .

	

I hear we will have a good representation of Swiss
and Liechtenstein collectors and collections.

Now the great news!!! As a result of a Study Group Flyer
inserted in the FL Philatelic Service new issue release in June, Max
Rheinberger reports we now have 60 new paid members! Max states
that his "mailbox continues to hum ."

	

We will keep you posted
as our study group continues to grow in numbers .

	

Now tell me,

does it pay to advertise?

As you know by now, the Pope's trip to Liechtenstein on September
8th caused a major shuffle in the new issue program . The antique
weapons issue has been moved to December and replaced by the
special souvenir sheet commemorating the Pope's visit . The
sheet features the Madonna of Dux which was previously seen
on the July 7, 1941 issue connected to the Prince's 1940 prayers
for the protection of the Principality . The sheetlet of four
10 Franc stamps of that 1941 issue is one of the bellweathers
of the FL philatelic market scene.

By the way, does anyone know what the First Day Cancel (or the
Sept 2nd 'issue) is supposed to represent?

	

It appears to be
a hand with chisel carving a tee pee .

	

There must be a more
precise description.

The Vaduz post office will be open on Sunday September 8th to
provide a special cancel to commemorate the Pope's visit . Like
many of you, I made up a group of covers and cards to obtain
the cancel . Remember to check the validity of some to the older
issue before you put them on the envelope . Generally issues
after 1967 are still valid, but check either the LBK or Michel
to get the appropriate "Gultig" dates . Unlike the USA, most
european countries have fixed periods of validity on their older
issues.

The new art stamps are beautiful as one would expect from the
Austrian State Printers . Full marks to all those involved.
The occasion of the stamp issues is the opening at the
Metropolitan Museum in New York of an exhibition of paintings from the
Prince's collection .

	

The show will run from Oct . 26 to May
1, 1986 . Any chance of someone in New York making up some special
covers?

	

Write me with any ideas .

	

If you are anywhere in the
New York area during the run of the show, please take my advice
and make an effort to see it .

	

The beauty and the texture of
the original works is magnificent .

	

I promise you that you will
never look at the FL art stamps in the same way again . This
is a rare opportunity to see these works outside of Europe;
and in some cases outside Vaduz Castle after dinner and cigars!
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The bridge trivia question has been a lot of fun .

	

Remember

the question was how many bridges cross the Rhine between Liech-
tenstein and Switzerland .

	

I'm still receiving answers so no
winners until next time, but I'll give you a hint based on the
detailed answers received so far .

	

It must be more than five,
but less than 10 based on the range of replies received . We

may have to send a delegation to walk the entire length of the
common border to get a definitive answer.

That's all for this time . Hope you had a pleasant summer with
at least a few philatelic excursions to keep things interesting.
Please sent your comments, news items, and other bits of infor-

mation . They are appreciated . Good collecting!

HAROLD STRONG

	

Box 15027

	

Waikiki Station
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815

PERFINS OF SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE

	

SECOND EDITION, 1985

This long-awaited update is now available . Of the three
original authors, only Messrs . Robert Hürlimann and Felix Ganz
are responsible for this edition, printed in Switzerland and
costing there SFr . 18 .50 per copy (now $8) postpaid inland.
All text is in German, French, and English . The original issue
has been vastly augmented, to include all new perfin designs
found over the last 12 years, and eliminating all items for
which no proof, in the form of an actual perfin stamp has been
located.

After an introduction, with historic notes, there follow
chapters on such things as POKO coil affixing machines--machines
used by businesses desirous of speeding up their mail dispatches
-- many of which also punched their perfin design into each
stamp while it was being wetted ad affixed to a letter ; or on
CUSTOS control stamps . . .another means of business control of
outgoing postage.

The catalogue itself -- without prices, for obvious reasons
-- now lists over 700 different perfin designs, monograms,
and initials . About 2/3 of them are now identified by user
firm .

The catalogue is considerably smaller than the first edition;
but the system of having pages facing each other, one with the
white on black design and the other with the description, has
been retained, for easy reference.

For members of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society,
the price (now that the dollar has receded somewhat in relation
to the Swiss franc) for this catalogue is $8, ppd.

Send your check to FELIX GANZ, POB A3843, Chicago, IL 60690.
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Judging by the response to my article in the May/June issue of TELL we have
quite a number of aficionados Of aerophilately in our AHPS ranks . Many photo-
copies of covers in their collections were sent in, some of which are repro-
duced here . "First prize " for neatness goes to fig. 1, "most asked question "
goes to fi .2, "most interesting " goes to fig .3, " scarcest" goes to fig .4,
"most popular" goes to all the covers in combination with the FD use of the
peace set issued for the occasion of the Swiss National Day, August 1, 1919

(Fig .5) .

Fìg .l

THE 50-CTS PROPELLER OVERPRINT-

A FOLLOW-UP . By Henry Ratz

Fig .2
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Fig .3

Before I describe some of thematerial
shown I want to correct one big canard
I laid on you in my original article.
The information I used then was related

to me by a very " learned" philatelist,
who shall remain unnamed, however, I
still violated one of my own rules
which says "Don ' t print what you can ' t
verify to the full extend " . And it did
not fail, I landed nicely in a cow chip.

Please strike from your memory the
statements made in the top paragraphs
on page "Special 5 " in the May/June 85
issue of TELL. That information is just

not true . The last digit in the date,
may it be in roman or in arabic numerals, is still the hour indication and not
a location or flight leg code . It is true that some look like a location code,
and might have been set by postal clerks to reflect an attempt at that . In ge-
neral though, the samples reviewed since show the hours all over the lot, even
within the same arrival station . There was also a new time-keeping dimension
introduced on May 1, 1919, the 24-hour system . Up to that date roman letters
were used to reflect mail cancelled in the morning and arabic numerals for mail
of the afternoon (exceptions to that exist, of course), but as far as I can
determine, the special FLUGPOST arrival hand cancellers were not equipped to go
over XII.

Fig .2 : Many questions were : Do arrival cancels like the one shown from Geneva
of 8 .VIII .19 mean that there were earlier flights to and from that city prior
to the official inauguration date of that extended flight leg on Sept . 1, 1919?
The answer is NO ; they are arrival cancels of the collection centers, probably
applied there when transit time in Lausanne was too short to cancel arriving
airmail at this point . Qualified mail to and from Geneva is clearly dated
1 .IX .19 and after, like fig .4 . Incidentally, nobody in our group seems to
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own any first flight covers to or from Geneva of that date, nor did anyone
show me any last date from 31 .X .19 . There was one in that Koerber auction I
mentioned in the original article, but with several creases . Unfortunately
my bid was judged by Mr . Koerber as not worthy of his attention . Sounds like

sour grapes, but as even Mr . Koerber should know, every quality level in Swiss
philately has its own price.

Fig .3 is interesting from two angles : First, the letter went thru the machine

canceller in Bern ' s main post office after 5 p .m . on April 30, 1919, thus

missing the first flight by about 2-3 hrs . And look what the sender got for

his or her 50 cts . premium: a 2-day delivery (for a route that normally would

have been done in a little bit over half a day) . It was arrival cancelled in

Zürich (or possibly St .Gallen) on the 2 .V .19 only . - Second, the 15 cts re-

gular franking with a 1918 Pro Juventute is the last day for this stamp, as
PJ stamps during that period (1916-1928) were valid for 5 months only.

While the machine slogan cancel shown on that cover from Bern is not too
frequent on these flight covers, the same, with French and German text in-

verted, exists on many covers and postcards from Geneva.

Finally, a careful study of the sampling shows that many of these mail pieces

expedited with a 50 cts . premium would have attained a much better delivery

time by regular surface transportation means . But then, we stamp collectors

go for a new gimmick any time, don ' t we? Otherwise, future editors would have
nothing to print in their journals . . .

Fig .5
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EARLY SUMMER"S VACATION AND PHILATELIC SHOWS IN SWITZERLAND

By Felix Ganz

We arrived in Zurich on Ascension Day -- a high church holiday even in the
protestant cantons -- and everything was closed except museums, restaurants
and the railway station . Thus three days of business in that city had to
be condensed into less than two ; but we did manage to see Michael Rutherfoord,
frequent contributor of notes and articles, visit our "gnome," do some shopp-
ing, including a preview of the latest Swatch models, with different built-
in scents in the wrist bands . . . .what next? ; and we initiated some repair
work impossible to get done here in the US unless you pay with two arms and

two legs!

On Saturday afternoon we took a train to Luzern, to visit a relative in a
convalescent home beautifully situated high above that city ; but we stayed
overnight in the old city, in a so-called Romantic Hotel between the two
covered bridges (yes, Virginia, there were TWO old wooden covered bridges)
and we enjoyed being in a place furnished with period furniture (or imitations
there-of) that also boasted an excellent restaurant.

On Sunday morning -- everything closed, of course -- some sight-seeing took
place, and the freshly painted lake steamers beckoned for a ride in the brill-
iant (for Luzern rare) sunshine . But we had no time for such frills because
we had decided to pay a quick visit to Regiophil XVII in Solothurn, on its
last day (and trying to visit a good friend and colleague in that little
city as well).

The train ride, with transfer in Olten, was easy and swift as well as cheap,
and I recommend the Swiss Holiday Pass (available only abroad', and before
you start your travels) which can be had for 8, 15, or 30 days, first or
second class . It is good for unlimited travel on all regular railway lines,
lake steamers, and postal buses ; and on aerial tramways or mountain railways
a sizable reduction in fares granted with it . We traveled second class be-
cause distances are really so short that it is just not necessary to relax
in the somewhat deeper pillows of first class!

In Solothurn we lunched at the station restaurant, and here is another tip:
in Switzerland railway station restaurants usually are known for good meals
and efficient express service . We found that out in Chur, Zurich, Basel,
Thun, and even Stalden-Saas (Valais).

And then on to Regiophil XVII -- and the first guy we ran into was my pianist
friend! Small world . The show was being held in a sort of gymnasium or
equestrian arena, just outside the old city, near the Basel-Tor which you
should know from your 1960 buildings set's 1 .20 stamp.

A mobile, temporary show station post office was set up outside the hall,
and business seemed brisk (special postmark) . At the entrance an add-on
printed postal card and a souvenir envelope was available . And when the
powers to-be noticed am Ameripex '86 badge and my name (after all : why not
do a bit of advertising?) there was suddenly a lot of handshaking, cordial
bowing and banter.

The show itself was spread over three rooms : the large hall, with 8 Court
of Honor exhibits (72 frames) and many competitive exhibits ; a small middle
room with about 10 dealers and the UNPA booth ; and a third room that accommo-
dated another dozen dealers as well as all youth topical exhibits.
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There was some handshaking at dealers' tables, plus a quick perusal of some

cover albums for sales books relating to our specialties ; and then we viewed
the 53 competitive plus 27 youth exhibits in a total of 370 twelve-page frames
-- the standard size for all Swiss exhibitions sanctioned by the Union of
Swiss Philatelic Societies, and provided free of charge.

Maximum number of frames allotted in a Step II show is six for an adult,
and three for a youth. Although gold now may be given at a regional, Step
Two show, on rare occasions, even outstanding exhibits (in our opinion) had
to be content with vermeil or silver.

Judging distinctly is tougher than at US "nationals," -- and this was a reg-
ional, qualifying show! Eight judges and three apprentices deliberated on
the adult exhibits, and two, plus an apprentice, on the youth entries.

Just when we were in room three, attention was called to a walk-through
critique of the youth exhibits, and everyone listened attentively . It must
noted, too, that at European shows, more visitors look at all exhibits and
spend less time at the dealers while here in the US it seems to be exactly
the other way around!

There were some memorable exhibits -- not all of Swiss materials -- and the
average was very high indeed.

As a background to a couple of Solothurn region or city Heimat collections,
the 78 page show program book contained several articles, plus excellent
illustrations, on Solothurn postal history, including one on the postal depot
at Weissenstein hotel above the city which was in existence from 1881 to

1974.

Subsequently, and starting in Basel, my hometown, we visited several other
places in Switzerland, including Zermatt and the post office atop Gornergrat
mountain, and then swung through France, Belgium, Holland and West Germany
(getting copies of Frama dispenser labels, or their imitations, in all coun-
tries) and then crossed back into Switzerland by ferry across Bodensee, just
in time for the opening day of JUBILA Bern, the centennial, non-competitive
show arranged by the Bern Philatelic Society on the occasion of its 100th
anniversary.

At Basel's main railway station we met, as prearranged, AHPS life member
and grand old lady Sophie Buser (whose Basel dialect has been unaffected
by decades in New Jersey) . She was so spunky and spry that she insisted
on walking the mile from the Bern station to the show at the "Casino ." We
huffed and puffed : she just ran!

After a formal opening, with glasses liberally refilled, Georges Schild,.

technical director of the show, conducted a brief walk-through, mostly for
the benefit of the press . No dealers were allowed at that show during the
opening day, and only the Swiss PTT special office, with special postmark,
was allowed to sell stamps.

After a dinner outdoors, at the banks of the river are where the featured
specialty of the day was fried lake perch -- from the US Midwest, as it turned
out -- we revisited the approximately twenty exhibits, many of them related
to Bern, and yours truly was amazed at much attention his rather inexpensive
fun exhibit, "Berns in the USA," drew, including remarks in the daily papers.

And thus ended a good five weeks abroad, mostly in splendid weather, except
of course for our mountain stay in Zermatt where only two or seven days
were truly super! On well, you can't have it all.
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highlíghted

by R . L.Rainey

RIDE WITH US, BUT DON'T LOOK DOWN might serve as a
slogan to promote tourist travel on the Mobile Post

Office coaches in Switzerland . This cliff-clinging
route is in the Val d'Anniviers . . .northwest of the

Matterhorn . From a card pri nted by the PTT, 1976.
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BY EMIL L . TOBLERSALES CIRCUIT NOTES

As of August 8 we have 65 registered . Sales in the past 2 months
were well over $1000 . We had only 3 new circuits due to a lack
of material . We need all categories of Swiss material except
post 1960 FDC's and K cancels on piece (there appears to be
a good demand for K cancels on cover) . At the moment there
is little demand for Liechtenstein material but it is possible
that a number of members of the Liechtenstudy Group will get
on the circuit list and provide a market for L ' stein material.
More about that in October.

BUYERS The value of Swiss stamps is tied directly to the value
of the Swiss Franc relative to the U . S . dollar . The franc
is presently worth approximately 42 cents, up from 38i cents
just 8 weeks ago . You can anticipate paying more for your Swiss
wants if this trend continues . I suggest that if you see some-
thing you want, buy it . In 6 months or a year today's price
will almost undoubtedly look cheap.

We have up to 13 members on a circuit so the total transit time
can be long . Shorten it as much as possible by forwarding cir-
cuits not more than 5 days after receipt, sooner if possible.

SELLERS Many of the 93 books which are or have been in inventory
since January were only partially filled--some with as few as
3 or 4 pages . The owners of these books have tried to put only
one category of material in each book, but frequently don't
have enough material to fill the book . This is adesirable
practice since books with only one category of material, or
two closely related categories (i .e ., Pro Juventute and Pro
Patria or Officials and UN Geneva) tend to sell much better
than books containing multiple categories . Every member who
sees a single category book will have a specific interest in
material in that category, while much of the material in multiple
category books may not be of interest to many of the buyers
on a circuit . Problem is that sales books are 75T each, and
it is a waste to only use 3-8 pages of a 16 page book . To make
it easier and cheaper for sellers to provide single category
books, I will supply half books, containing 8 pages, for 40T,
provided the total order is $1 .50 or more . Thus you can now
order full books for 75T or half books for 40T, for singles
sets, or covers . Please be specific when ordering, and have
your order total at least $1 .50.

Call or write if you have questions or I can be of help in any
way related to the circuits . Calls after 7 PM are best.

Emil L . Tobler, 98 Olde Wood Road, Glastonbury, CT 06033
Phone 203-633-7007
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Dear Members,
I hope you all had an enjoyable summer . We are looking

forward to a good fall/winter season for A .H .P .S.
As always, I can use more Lots for the A .H .P .S . Auctions.

Specialized material sells the best, while more common such
as Post 1960 first day covers draw little interest.

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs
or estimated retail.

For Auction #62 1 sfr = $ .44 and one British pound =
$1 .40 .

The Closing date for Auction #62 is October 27, 1985.
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EXHIBIT AWARDS

	

RUDY SCHAECHLI,

EXHIBIT AWARDS

	

RUDY SCHAELCHLI, AWARDS CHAIRMAN

Not much has been reported to me, and I have been too busy to
look through the newspapers to see if any of our members have

won awards . It is nice to know that we will have a good showing
at our convention at SESCAL.

A couple not previously reported are listed below:

PIPEX '85

Ken Barlow

	

Silver-Bronze,

	

SWITZERLAND
POSTAGE DUE USAGE (a small exhibit)

ASHEPEX '85

Mr . Butter

	

SWISS HERALDRY AND HISTORY - two

GOOD LUCK TO ALL AT SESCAL '85

AUCTION MANAGER

	

William R . Lucas

Each auction seems to be doing well . Still we are in constant
need of new material for the Fall Season ' s Auctions . We want
to provide something for everyone in our auctions . We appreciate
the help of both those who send in material and those who bid
in our auctions.
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BY FELIX GANZNOTES

Since September of 1983, and now having reached issue Nr . 8,
the ARGE SCHWEIZ of the Association of German Philatelic
Societies issues a 16 to 20 page bulletin to it's members who all
consider Switzerland their philatelic collection specialty.
Totally in German, these bulletins try to give the members (which
currently number about 100) some feature article as well as
short bits of information on a variety of philatelic doings
in Switzerland . There was, for instance, an interesting major
article on the famous master faker, or as he called himself
"philatelic artist," Fournier of Geneva that extended over three
issues . Much information concerns itself with cancellations,
changes of post offices, and such, meters, new issues, tips
on specialty collecting, et . al.

The group charges annual dues of DM 36 -- now about $13 -- which
must be paid in addition to the annual dues of the parent organ-
ization.

Our run of this bulletin has been donated to the AHPS section
of APS' APRL in State College, PA from where, in due time,
it may be requested for perusal by interested parties, and ac-
cording to the rules governing all loans from the APRL.

Several people have tried to provide "sure-fire"identifications

of the two types of the "surprise" revalued 40 & 10 c . postal
card of last year, loose and booklet type . Here is one more
such identification attempt, gleaned from a foreign bulletin:

Type One, supposedly offset printing, has thinner numerals,
and the second T of "PTT" is short at the bottom, i .e . : it does
not touch the frame line . Also, the zero of "10" is even in
thickness.

Type Two, supposedly the letterpress printing, boasts
thicker figures. The second T of "PTT" touches the frame below it,
and the zero of "10," in the add-on revalue denominator, has
a small wart on the inner right side.

Good hunting . . . . and the final note seems to be that booklet
cards and loose cards both exist in both types .

	

Oh Well . .

FROM THE GRAPEVINE

	

EDITOR . STEVE P . TURCHIK

At SESCAL (out national convention) I understand Dr . Ganz will
be one of the judges in the literature section . I have also
heard he is playing an important part in setting up AMERIPEX
'86 in Chicago next year . Also, I hear that Bob Thompson and
Bob di Violini are going overboard to see all phases of the
convention and show are the greatest ever . Why not plan to
join us this year at SESCAL? Let's meet the people that get
things done .

"LET ' GET TOGETHER"
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"MINI-ADS"

	

John Haefeli, Advertising Manager
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AMERIPEX '86
by

William R . Lucas

AMERIPEX

	

'86 - The international philatelic exhibition is sched-
uled for May 22 through June 1, 1986 at O ' Hare Exposition Center
in Rosemont, IL - a Chicago suburb .

More than 100,000 people are expected to attend the show
which will cover 335,000 square feet of exhibit space . There
will be three miles of competitive exhibits plus a Court of
Honor with material never before seen in this country.

In addition to 24 super booths there will be dealers in
230 smaller size booths . More than sixty countries will be
present to sell their countries stamps at fair value.

AHPS will have meetings from 1 :00 to 2 :45 p .m . Saturday,
May 25th and Sunday, May 26 . The Liechtenstein Study Group
will have a meeting at 10 :00 a .m ., Saturday, May 25th . The
meetings will be at the Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel next to the
Exposition Center.

AHPS will have a table on the floor of the show which will
act as a meeting place, message center, and an opportunity to
introduce our organization to the 100,000 visitors that are
expected to attend the show.

I need your ideas for programs for our meetings and any
suggestions you might have to make AMERIPEX a great experience
for AHPS members.

AMERIPEX has published a hotel brochure giving details
of the two official Ameripex hotels . The full color folder
describes the hotels, states their guaranteed rates, and includes
a reservation form . The rates for the Hyatt Regency are : Single
$75, double $85 . For the Holiday Inn - Single $68, Double $78.

A free copy of the brochure can be obtained by sending
a legal size stamped addressed envelope to Hotel AMERIPEX,
5944 W . Montrose Avenue, Chicago, IL 60634-1628.

Plan early - get your reservations now!

See you May 25th and 26th, 1986.

THIS I S SPECIAL!
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POSTMARKS
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Society Dues for 1986

Its that time of year again when we collect your Society's
dues for next year . To tell when you're paid up to, look at the
mailing label on this TELL . The top line of the label is your

membership number and when you're paid to . Most of you have
labels which read " '85 " which means you need to pay for 1986.

There is again no change in the dues structure for 1986;
membership for North American members remains at $8 .00 and for

overseas members $10 .00 for seamail delivery of TELL or $14 .00

for airmail delivery . Please pay your dues by December 31,

1985 . That will make life a lot simpler for the Secretary who
has to send out reminder notices in January.

Again this year we are offering A .H .P .S . members the

opportunity to receive the " Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung "
(SBZ) . This is the official journal of the Union of Swiss
Philatelic Societies, of which we are a member . This magazine
is the Swiss equivalent to the "American Philatelist " and is

written in German and French . Annual subscriptions for A .H .P .S.

members are $10 .00 . As the SBZ subscription year runs from
January to December, it is imperative that you subscribe or
renew by December 15, 1985 . This is a firm cut off, no late
payers . If you wish to receive the SBZ, add the $10 .00 to your
dues payment and check the appropriate box on the dues envelope.

And a word of warning -- if you fail to pay your A .H .P .S.

dues following the reminder notice, you will be subject to an
extra dollar reinstatement fee . So avoid all the hassle, pay
you dues now while its fresh on your mind . An addressed
envelope is bound into this issue of TELL . In case you've
misplaced it, mail your check -- payable to " A .H .P .S . " -- to the
Secretary :

Richard T . Hall

Secretary, A .H .P .S.
Post Office Box 2425
Gaithersburg
Maryland 20879-0425

Thanks!

NEW MEMBERS
2169 John Arnosti, Washington, D .C.
2170 Pierre R . Guardiola, Florida
2171 K . W. Jackson, Great Britain
2172 Randy C . McLaughlin, Texas
2173 Werner Grether, Virginia

REINSTATEMENT

2105 Ivan E . Sawyer, Nebraska
2107 Peter A . Maag, Canada
2116 Everett L . Parker, Florida

September/October 1985

CHANGE OF STATUS:

LIFE MEMBER# 8

1327 Harlan F . Stone
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Continued from page 155.

part of CRESSIER ' s cancel, to the elaborate and rather impressive handpress
of BACHENBÜLACH. In between we have all the charming landscape scenes from

around my hometurf, the Bielersee, with the picturesque slopes tended with
loving care of LIGERZ, TWANN, ERLACH and the vignobles of the Swiss Ro-
mande, the Valais, and the Ost-Schweiz.

Switzerland ' s K hand cancel collection is a wonderful source for the topical

specialist . Of superb graphic design and cut in steel for ultimate sharpness
of a hand strike, the Swiss PTT has managed -- while holding down the number

of its annual stamp issues -- to render homage to hundreds and ultimately
thousands of beautiful buildings and sites that would otherwise never get
any philatelic play or recognition . While of no great monetary reward po-
tential, it ' s nevertheless about the prettiest speciality collection one

can own . It ' s a gem of great visual beauty!

Special note for the purists : The opening cancel of TWANN is not a K can-

cel per se, it is called a "Unterbrecher" , i .e . it is a special cancel

designed for a special event and used instead of the K in operation at such
time . These "interrupters" exist for just one-day usage, some for a
couple of days up to several months . The one shown was in use for one day
and depicts a much more powerful design than the regular K from TWANN.

QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS

	

By Henry Ratz

The two covers shown present some questions for the Censorship Mail specia-

lists among our members : 1 . From which censor station is that round
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Examined 30054 cancel? Also, at this stage of the war wasn ' t 2½ months
delivery time rather unusually long? 2. Those pretty railroad station cancels

show that this letter was posted on Sunday July 29, 1945, about a week be-
for the first atom bomb exploded over Japan . Why was mail from Switzerland

to the States still censored at this point in time? Was all mail originating
in Europe still censored at this point or maybe only such mail that showed

a German-sounding name, as part of the hunt for war criminals? 3 . The two
stamps below are from two covers in my collection . I can easily determine

that they were printed on coated paper, but are they with grilled gum from
the1933-34 issue or are they of the smooth flat gum from the 1940 issue.
Since there is a value difference of 10 :1 a positive identification would
be appropriate . Is soaking off the stamps the only way to determine this?
Any answers or clues to any of the above would be welcome.
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TWO BOOKS ON BER NESE PHILATELY BY FELIX GANZ

Paul E . Heininger, STREIFLICHTER AUS DER BERNISCHEN POSTGE-
SCHICHTE (Sketches from Bern's Postal History) . Published 1978
on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the

Briefmarkentauschklub Bern. Cost about $5, if still available.

The author, who in the very recent past published the documentary
half of the Fischer posts publication (and now hopes for a spon-
sor to complete the publication of this monumental work's second,
historic facts half) in this 116 page, richly illustrated broch-
ure discusses, in German language only : origins of information
dispatches from antiquity to the present ; Beat Fischer, founder
of the posts bearing his name ; Bern postal matters during the
Helvetic Period ; Bern's stampless period to 1850 ; The Federal
Post in Bern since 1848 ; the UPU and its headquarters in Bern;
the Bern Kramgasse Post Office ; Early Flying and Airmail in
Bern ; the Bernese City Postal Facilities, followed by an enormous
illustrated index

	

to Bern's postmarks through about 1905.

Concisely and well-written, this would be an excellent starter
for anyone interested in a Heimatsammlung of the city of Bern
as a collecting challenge!

HUNDERT JAHRE PHILATELISTEN-VEREIN BERN, 1885 - 1985 . 71 pages.
Available from the society via Georges Schild, Rainmattstrasse
3, 3011 Bern, Switzerland for $3 including postage.

This little publication was sold at the centennial show of the
society, in June of 1985 . After the usual blabby one-page intro-
ductions of dignitaries congratulating the organization to its
first hundred years there are articles by different authors,
all in German only, on such topics as : the Club's History;
The Founding of the UPU in Bern ; the UPU Issue of Switzerland
of 1924 ; Bern during World War One -- Prisoner of War Mails;
and Berniana Americana (a contribution by yours truly and a
fellow Chicago area researcher, Schmocker, on the so far about
fifty Berns, Bernvilles, East Berns, Bernstadts, and Berners
in the United States, and illustrating some cancellations from
same.

A nice little volume to have IF you read German well.

NEW PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

	

Order From Felix Ganz

The new perfin catalog 2nd edition ought to be out by early
Fall . Also I will handle the Switz/Cie Zumstein . It will cost
members $5 .50 plain and $7 .50 with special backing -- postpaid.
Orders now accepted . Supplement to the K-catalog of Switzerland
to AHPS members is $5 .50 postpaid . This is a bargain, as ordered
individually it would cost about $7 .

	

Orders should be sent
to Felix Ganz, PO Box A3843, Chicago, IL 60609-3843.
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